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Experience unparalleled pool cleaning with the Aiper
Scuba N1 Pro, featuring a robust two-layer filter and four
brushless motors for efficient dirt removal. Its innovative
horizontal waterline cleaning, powered by WavePath™
Navigation Technology 2.0, ensures thorough cleanliness
across every pool surface. Equipped with infrared
sensors for obstacle avoidance and double filtration, it
captures ultra-fine particles, enhancing water purity.
Control and monitor effortlessly through the Aiper App,
with added features like Waterline Retrieval and
HydroInsight Technology for a comprehensive pool
maintenance solution.

Premium Cleaning Performance
The two-layer filter system works with the four brushless motors to add more power to scrubbing and vacuuming and
can pick up dirt down to 3 microns in size and store it in the huge 5-litre dirt collection basket.

Horizontal Waterline Cleaning
The industry's first cordless robotic pool cleaner with horizontal waterline cleaning capability. The Scuba N1 Pro has
flawless flow control and infrared sensors to help the N1 Pro manoeuvre around the pool, including obstacles.

Double Filtration
The 180 µm and 3 µm filters capture dirt and dust that even the naked eye cannot see, improving pool water purity and
protecting users and their health from invisible bacterial threats every time they swim.

WavePath™ Navigation Technology 2.0
Using the latest technology, WavePath™ 2.0 utilises the natural flow of your pool to increase cleaning performance.
Thanks to first-class sensors, the device can localise the location of the device in your pool and thus ensure spotless
cleanliness on the floor, walls and waterline of your pool.

Infrared Obstacle Avoidance
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Four infrared sensors on the device recognise pool walls, stairs and large obstacles and enable the device to adjust its
path for complete cleaning

Optional Smart Control via the Aiper APP
A base station that floats on the surface of the pool serves as a waypoint between your Aiper device and your mobile
phone. Users can select cleaning modes, view real-time water condition reports and manually control the device - all
within the app.

Optional Waterline Retrieval Function
One function of the Aiper app, "Waterline Retrieval", allows you to call the device to the edge of the pool's waterline for
easy and convenient retrieval. No need to get wet and no need to fiddle with a hook and pole - the N1 Pro knows all
the best tricks.

Optional HydroInsight Technology
The Aiper Scuba N1 Pro provides you with a complete picture of the pool's water condition by measuring the pH value,
oxidation-reduction potential value and water temperature, for example, and giving you feedback via the Aiper app.

What's in the box

    •  Scuba N1 Pro
    •  Charger
    •  User Manual
    •  Retrieval Hook
    •  2× Extra PVC Brushes
    •  2× Extra 3m Ultra-fine Filter

Specificaties

Product attributen

EAN: 6975140315175

Fabrieksnummer: X6 PRO - EU

Productgewicht: 11.7 kilograms
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